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QR brooch for Ra Present, 35 years Galerie Ra

To commemorate Galerie Ra's 35th jubilee, Gijs Bakker created a 
unique brooch, Vitual Multiple. The solid 18k gold brooch, which has 
been produced using 3D modeling and rapid prototyping, depicts a QR 
code generated to direct the user to a specified web URL. The brooch is 
kept in a purpose built box that distorts the code until it is purchased. 
Only then can it be removed from the box allowing the owner to scan the 
QR code using a smart phone application. Thus the owner of the brooch 
creates a virtual multiple by allowing the code to be scanned by others.

Read more about Virtual Multipe here >>

HAN Gallery Press release

Building on the success of Yii Design's cultivation of traditional craft in 
the contemporary context, the original team behind the project will move 
to an entrepreneurial platform to carry on their research. This new 
venture will explore a wider scope of the exciting possibilities that lie in 
the rich cultural traditions of China.

The vessel for this new mission is HAN Gallery. “Han” is a distinct 
Chinese character referring to one of the oldest dynasties in China, and 
is associated with a period of knowledge-production and wealth. It also 
encompasses the Chinese culture and history as a whole.

One of the pieces for HAN Gallery is the 'Red Chair; designed by Pili 
Wu. The chair is made of natural beechwood and is finished with 20 
layers of Chinese lacquer.

HAN Gallery Press release >>

Order your Christmas gift in the NEW Chi ha 
paura...? webshop

What about ordering your Christmas gift in the CHP webshop? We have 
attractive presents in special packages for your loved ones. Our 
products are readily available and ready to ship.

The latest CHP collection 'Body stories' is available in its entirety for 
order. Also check out the sales section for great deals on unique 
designer jewels.

The Triadic bracelet (pictured here on the left) designed by Charles 
Marks is amazingly flexible and comfortable. In stainless steel (€68) or 
gold plated steel (€125).

Please visit the WEBSHOP >>
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